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The instability of the fabrication process of optical fibers introduces
both elllpticles and stress anisotropy. These perturbations are the causes
for blrefringence in singletode optical fibers vhich have been researched
extensively. In this research, the aode propagations in optical fibers vith
anisotropic elliptical core have been investigated.
The exact characteristic equation for anisot_opic elliptical optical
fibers can be obtained for odd and even hybrid modes in terms of infinite
determinants utilizing Mathleu and aodified Mathieu functions. The exact
characteristic equation is applicable to elliptical fibers that have any
ellipticity. A simpli£ied characteristic equation can then be obtained by
applying the veakly guiding approxiution such that the difference in the
refractive indices of the core and the cladding is small. It has been shoYn
that significant simplification can be achieved under this approximation.
The simpli£ied characteristic equation is used to compute the
propagation constants for the anisotropic elliptical fiber. The expression
for the pover carried by the fiber is also obtained and numerical results are




The circular optical fiber is one of the Rost studied Redia for long
distance conunicatlon, in optical fiber consists of a core of a dielectric
material in vhich the refractive index is higher than the refractive index of
the cladding. However, a cladded fiber is often times modeled as a dielectric
rod vhen the cladding radius is large enough such that the guided Rode fields
viii decay to insignificant values at the outer boundary of cladding. The
theory of optical fibers of this type is yell understood and has been
described in detail in the previously published research[l,2l.
In an effort to obtain a low-loss fiber, Monerie[3] carried out an
experiaental study of doubly clad fibers in which the refractive index of
inner cladding vas less than that of core and outer cladding. This study
shovs that the optimum doping levels in the core of doubly clad fibers are
less than those required by dispersion-free singly clad fibers. This leads to
a smaller propagation loss, since the scattering losses decreased with a
decreasing dopant concentration in fibers.
It is interesting to note, hoverer, that the instability in the
fabrication process may introduce elllptlcttles in the optical fibers. This
lack of circular symnetry is one of the causes for birefringence in single-
mode optical fibers; such a blrefringent fiber is also called a single-
polarization single-Rode fiber[4]. These birefringent fibers are important
for systems utilizing such fibers as fiber optic sensors and for predicting
the transmission bandvidth reduction caused by group-delay differences betveen
orthogonally polarized modes.
The blrefringence due to ellipticity has been studied
experimentally[5,6] and the Reasured data have been compared with those
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equation for an unlaxlally anlsotroplc circular rod for hybrid modes of
excitation, analytic solutions for the circular fiber vhen both core and
cladding consist of uniaxlal material vas presented by Tonnlng[321. This
study indicates that the cut-off frequency for the lovest-order mo_e is not
affected by the cladding anisotropy.
When the circular cross-section of the fiber is deformed into a
noncircularly symmetric profiler a single mode in a circular fiber say split
into tvo modes vith different polarizations and propagation velocities[33].
This has been experimentally verified by employing the near-field method[34]
and the spectral polarization method[35]. Cozen and Dyott[36] obtained the
cut-off frequency of the first hiqher order mode in an elliptical fiber from
an approximate characteristic equation. Hovever_ the llnitatlon of their
results is described by Citerne[3?] and aenqara_an[3e]. The cut-off
characteristic has also been obtained by solving the exact characteristic
equation in terms of Mathleu functions and modified Mathleu functions[38t39]
and by applying the node-matching method[27] or the critical vavelength shift
foreular eethod[40]. Hoverer, there exists a disagreement in the
interpretation of their resultst especially in the region vhere the ratio
betveen minor axis and major axis is small; Saad[41] presented possible
reasons for these differences.
For most of the practical fibers used as optical communication lines,
the simplification of the characteristic equation is possible by applying the
veakly guiding approximation such that the difference in the refractive
Indices of the core and the cladding is small[26o33_42_43]. It is shown that
the error introduced by this simplification is less than 10t even vhen the
difference in the refractive indices is equal to tvo. The perturbation method
5can also be applied to study the polarization effects in nulti-noded fibers
vhen the fiber is veakly guiding and/or veakly anisotropic[44]. It is also
possible for nulti-node fibers to sinplify the characteristic equation by
applying a perturbation nethod based on the far-fron-cut-off approxlLation as
shovn by Paul and Shevgaonkar[45] in a study of circular fiber vith unlaxlal
antsotropy. This approximation is useful for the Lultltode propagation in
optical vaveguides since the lover order modes that carry Lost of the pover
could be considered in the far-from-cut-off region.
For the 1ore general case of btaxial anlsotroplc vavegulde, an analytic
solution of the field equations is not possible even for vaveguldes vlth
simple geoset:les. Hoverer, the fields and propagation constants can be
obtained by applying the nuLerlcal techniques discussed above. The
propagation constants can also be conputed by using a coupled mode theory.
This coupled mode approch has been applied for the study of Lode propagation
in rectangular guides[46] and cylindrical fibers(47].
as it has been shorn through the previous discussions the instability of
the fabrication process of optical fibers introduces both ellipticities and
stress anlsotropy, llso_ the results obtained for an elliptical optical fiber
nay be used to approxiLate a nuaber of different shapes of fibers. It can
take the shape of a circular fiber or that of a flat tape fiber depending upon
the eccentricity of the elliptical fiber. Henceo it is proposed to
investigate the Lode propagation in elliptical optical fibers containing
unlaxlal anisotropic Ledia. In this stud7_ the fiber rill be Lodeled as a
dielectric elliptical rod_ since the departure of the cladding's cross-section
f_os circular fora can be ignored in the case of large diaension of cladding
radius. The exact characteristic equation for the anisotropic elliptical
6fiber having any elliptlclty vlll be obtained using the aeries of Mathleu and
modified Mathieu functions. A sieplified characteristic equation vill then be
obtained by applying the veakly guiding approximation and the coaputed results
vii1 be presented.
2. WAVE F_U&TION IN BLLEIPTICAL COORDINITES
In solving Maxwell's equationst the wave equation in the vaveguide can
be expressed In the orthogonal curvlllnear coordinates ( _°1# _2, z) as





÷ |l/ilJZ2}{ {a(£2/£1i/_)_j.i(,)Ezlb_'1} ÷ (a(R11£2}/8_2)(,_Ezl_'2)}
+ k12 I_z • 0
R1 = £2 " q [( cosh 21 - cos 2_ )/2] I.
By substituting Eqs.(2.2) and (2.3) into Eq.(2.1)e the following equation is
obtained
(2.4) ;)2Ez/_t2 ÷ a2Ez/_2 + 2k2( cosh 2[ - cos 27 )Ez = 0
with 2k = klq. Then Eq.(2.4) is the two-dimentional wave equation in
elliptical coordinates.
If we let the solution of Eq.(2.4) be Ez(_,_ ) • _( t)_(_ ), Eq.(2.4)
beco,es
(2.5) _d2_/d[ 2 ÷ _d2_/d_ 2 + 2k2( cosh 2_ - cos 2_)_= 0
Dividing Eq.(2.5) by_ yields
(2.6) (1/_ d2W/d_ 2 + 2k2cosh 2_) + (1/q d2_/d? 2 - 2k 2 cos 2_) • 0.
Since the equations in the parenthis are independent to each other, we obtain
(2.7)
and
d2_/d_ 2 ÷ ( a - 2k2cos 2_)_= 0
where k1 is a constant and _1 and R2 are aultlplying £actors depending upon
the particular coordlnates[48]. _Yaz Is replaced by -IS. an identical
equation can be obtained for Hz.
For the elliptical coordinates shown in Figure 1,
Y= constant
X
Figure 1. Elliptical coordinate system
(2.8) d2q_/dt 2 - ( a - 2k2cosh 21[)_= 0
vheze a Is the separation constant.
(2.9) Bz =
for k 2 > 0
Then the solutions for |q.(2.4) are
f Cen(_ k2)cea(_e k 2) (even) JSe_(_, k2)sem(_, k2) (odd)
(2.10)
foz k2 < O.
3z = f Fekn([, k2)ces(_ k2)(even) tGekn(_., k2)sen(_, k2} (odd)
Slallary, the solutions for Hz can be obtained using the aethod discussed
above.
3. CMkRACTERISTICEQUATION
The geometry shown in Figure 1 consists of an unlaxlaly anisotropic
elliptical rod with a pernittivity tensor
(3.1) E1 = t1°iI0 £1
0 0 gel
vhich is embedded in a lossless dielectric medium of permittivity _o. The
anisotropic parameter g indicates the effect of anisotroptc dielectric.
anlsotzoplc parameter is unity for isotropic case.
The
It has been shown that in order to satisfy the boundary conditions
completely both longitudinal electric and magnetic fields must be present,
thus only hybrid type modes exist in elliptical fibers[2]. Furthermore, due
to the asymmetry of the elliptical cylinder, tvo types of nodes exist and they
are designated as an even type nodes and an odd type Lodes.
3.1 _VEN MODES
kssuninq the t-z dependence of ei(vt-BZ)for all field cospornents, vhere
is the propagation constant and v Is the angular frequency, the axial
components of the field for even modes are
Ezl =._, &lmSen ( _, _le2)Sem( _ , Yle 2 )
(3.2)
Hzl =m_.oBlmCem( _, _lh2)cem( _, _lh 2)
for 0 _ t S G0
Ez2 =_.,K2mGekm ( _, Y22)sem( _, _22)
(3.3)
HZ2 =_,B2mFekm(_, _22)cem(_, _22)
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vhere ;in and BIn, i • 1,2 are arbitrary constants, and
_le 2 • q2/4(v2pgG 1 - qB2)
(3.4) Ylh2 . q2/4(v2pQ 1 _ p2)
y22 • q2/4(v2pe o - 62)
q is the seaifocal length of the ellipse and p is the perneablllty.
The transverse field conponents are
for 0 s [ s _o
(3.5) g|l • -l/(v2pC" 1 - 02)L
[ B m_.AlnSen'([, Yle2)Sen(?, _le 2)
÷ vPw,t_oBlnCen( [, 11h2)cen'( ?, Ylh2)]
(3.6) B_l - -i/(v2pe I - _2)L
[ 8_&lnSem(t, Yle2)Ses'(?, _le 2)
- vPm_oBlmCem.(_, _lh2)cem(_, _1h2)]
(3.7) Hi1 = -i/(v2p( 1 - B2)L
[ -v/l_iAlnSen([, Yle2)Sen'(_, _le 2)
+ _.._.BlnCem'([, _lh2)cen(_, _1h2)]
H_I • -l/(w2p( 1 - B2)L
[ WEl._..llxSen'([, _le2)Sen(_, _le 2)









H_2 - -l/(v2pEo - _2)L
m
| -VeoEjA2nGekn(: l, ;22)sen'(_, T22)
m
÷ B_ B2nFeka'(_, _221cen(_, Y2211
H92 - -l/(v2peo - B2IL
( V(o_,,12nOekn'( [ , Y22)sen( _, _22)
+ BN,,_DB2aFekn( [' _22)cen'( _' _22)]
L - q[( cosh2_ - cos2_ )/2] I
and the derivative vlth respect to _ or _ is denoted by the p_lne.
The boundary conditions require that the tangential | and H fields be
continuous at the dielectric discontinuities. Bquatlng the tangential fields
at the boundary surface, [ • _o, gives
(3.13) _ &lnSen(_o)Sen(_) " _ A2nGekn(_o)Sent(7)
_rj m_
(3.14) _oelnCen([o)Cen(p) • ,_e2mFek,([o)Cent(_)
(3.15) 1/(v2pe I - e2) [ e_,_lmSem([o)sen'(_)
- vP_BlmCen'( Eo)Cem( ? )]
• 1/(v2pe ° _ _2) [ _m._A2nGekm( _o)sent, (?)
- vp _B2nFekm'( [o)Cemt(_)]
(3.16) 1/(v2pe 1 _ j2) ( v(l_.AlmSen, ( to)Sen (_)
N
÷ e .E.oBlnCen( _,o)Cem' ( ? ) ]
• 1/(v2pGo - 62) [ Veo_&2nGekn'( _o)seat(_ )
÷ B_B2mFekn( [o)cent'( ? ))




Sea([o) " Sem( _-o, _ie 2)
sea(_} • sen(_, Yle 2)
Cen([o) • Cen( _o, Yih 2)






Oeka([o) " Geka( _o, _22)
Seat(_) - Sen(_, _22)
Feka(_o) " reka( [o, _22)
Cent(_) - Cea(_, Y22) .
Hultlplylng both sides of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.16) by Sen(_) and Eqs. (3.14)
and (3.15) by Cen(_), integrating vith respect to _ leon 0 to 21, and
applying the orthogonallty relations of the anqulaz Hathleu functions
ZL








• m,_ B2s Fekmassn
e3. _ AlmSes_n, s - vpBlnCe n' -
eYlh2/122 3-: A2mOek" Pn,.- VPilh2/122Z: B2mFekm'an,n
(3.29) v(iAlnSen + 0m..)' BlnCea_n,n "
, Ylh2/ 22 + ,Ylh2/Y22 : ByaFeka+n,,
The prime over the summation sign is used to Indicate that either odd or even
values of a are used accordingly as to vhether n is odd o_ even.
am0n, )m,n, )m,n and Pm,n aze given by the follovlng
_e t t_(3.30) am,n " a ()) Cen(_) d9 / _ Cen2()) d)
(3.31) em, n " _'_eat()) Sen()) d9 /_Z_en2()) el
(3.32) )m,n m_L_en '(_) Sen(_) d_ /J_en2(_) d_
tt
(3.33) Os,n * .J_Sea'(_) Cen(_) d_ /_ Cen2(_) d_.
Haking use of Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27), Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) yields tvo
sets of infinite homogeneous equations
(3.34)
_' + _._ -0..., A2nSs,n B2ntmen






For a nontrlvlal solution, the ln£tnlte determinant of Bq.(3.34) must vanish.
The pcopagatlon constant B can then be deternlned £ron the roots of this
infinite deternlnant.
The Infinite deteznlnant for odd values of n and n ts
9s,n " -(1 - TZh2/X22)OSka ( [o)_ Bm,r Pr,n
hs, n " vPaa, n/B [ Feka( _-o)Cea '( [o)/Cen([o) " Peks'(_o)Xlh2/_22)
Smen " vCm,n/¢ [ ¢lGekm ( £o)$em '( [o)/$en([o)
- CoGeks, ( {o)Ylh2/_22]
tn_ n - (1 - Ylh2/Y22)Pekm(_o) _'reO _ler _rtn
; I : ; - "




ill tll s31 t31 - -
gll hll g31 h31 - -
(3.39) s13 t13 s33 t33 - -
g13 h13 g33 h33 - -
! _ _ - -
and £o_ even values of • and n is
h00 g20 h20 q40 - -
tO2 s22 t22 s42 - -
(3.40) h02 g22 h22 942 - -
tO4 s24 t24 m44 - -
3.2
The axial components of the field for odd e_es are
Ezl =m_AlaCea( _, Yle2)Cea( T, _le 2)
(3.41)
Hzl =m_.Bln$ea( _, Ylh2)sen(_ , _lh 2)
for 0 s _ s _o
|z2 "._.12nFekn( [, _22)cen ( _, _22)
(3.42)
Hz2 "_i. B2nGekn([, _22)sea(_, _22)
for ios _ < .
vhere kin and Bin, I • 1,2 are arbitrary constants, and ;le 2, _lh 2, and _22
are given in Bq.(3.4).
The transvezse field conponents are
fox 0 s _ s _o
(3.43) g|l = "I/(v2p(1 " B2)L
[ 8m_'AlnCejn'( [, l'le2)Ce.,( '7, 1'1e 2)
IM
÷ vp_,,ez,.Se,.( f., ",'lh2)sen'( _ , Ylh2)]
(3.44) i_1 = -l/(¥2pe 1 - B2)[,
( O ._._AlnCex( [, Xle2)Cen ' ( _, Yle 2)
- vPZ.BlnSea'(_e _'lh2)sen(_, Ylh2)]
(3.45) HLt • -1/(¥2p(_1 - 02)L
( -rE 1 ,_.BJLlnCen( I[, "rle2)Cen ' ( ?, _le 2)
+ B_BlaSea'( [, l'lh2)sen(_, _'lh2)]
(3.46) H_I • -l/(v2p( 1 - B2)L
( Vel_:,_l,,Cen'( E, 11e2)Cea( '_, 'rle 2)
+ e '_ BlnSen(_ _lh2)sen'(_ "rlh2)]
mel ' de
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for (o s ( < -
13.47) gf.2 " "l/(v2p(o - B2)L
( Bm_.+&2mPekn'(_, T22)cen(_, Y22)
+ vp_B2nOeka(_, T22)sen'(_, Y22)]
(3.48)
(3.49)
E_2 • -l/(v2p_ o - O2)L
( em_o&2nYekn( _, T22)ce n
- vp_B2aGekn, ( _ ,




( -V(o_,_&2nFekn( (, Y22)cen ' ( _, lr22)
* 13_ B2nGek n' ( ( Y22)sea ( ? lr22 ) ]ma_ I •
H_2 • -l/(v2p( o - B2)L
! veo_oJk2ureka,( _, Y22)ceu(_, ;22)






The derivative vith respect to _ or _ is denoted by the prlne.
Equating the tangential fields at the boundary surface,
_,o'lnCea( to)Cen( Q ) • _°J_2nFekn( _,o)cen'( _ )
_..BlnSea( to)Sen( _v) ._, S2nGekn( (o)Sea' ( ? )
1/(v2_e I - 02) ( B_= AlaCes( (o)cen_( J?)
(3.54)
" Eo, gives
- vP_BlnSen'( Eo)Sen( _ )1
- 1/(v2pC o - 021 ( 0_o12aFeka([o)Cent'(_)
- vP_B2nGekn'( [o)sent( _ )1
1/(v2p£ 1 - 02 ) i vel_,_znCen'(go)Cen(_)
+ em_,elnSen( [o)sen'(_))
N
- 1/(v2p_ o - 02) ( v¢on_ol2aFeka'( _o)Ceat( _ )
+ e_,,B2aGekn( _o)Seat'( _ ))
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The abbreviations
(3.55) Cen(_-o) " Can( _o, Vle 2)
(3.56) Cen( *Z) • can( '7, Vle 2)
(3.57) Sen(to) " Sen( _o, 1.1h2)
(3.58) sen(_) • sen(_, 11h 2)
(3.55) rekn(_o) " Path( [o, 1.22 )
(3.60) cent(r/) . can( ?, 1.22 )
(3.61) Oekn(f_o) " Oekn( go, 1'22)
(3.62) sent(_) - Sen(_, 1.22 )
have been used.
Hultiplylng both sides of Zqs. (3.51) and (3.54) by Cen(_) and Zqs.
(3.52) and (3.53) by Sen(_), integrating vlth respect to _ from 0 to 2x, and




alnCen " 2; 12nFeknBn,n
SlnSe n _'
• ,_, B2lGekn_n,n
AlnCen n,,- v slnsen' •
BYlh2/Y22.,_c_ &2mFekn Yn,m -
v(1AlnCen + 8_ BlnSen_n, n -(3.G6)
vP1.1h2/1.22_ B2nGekn'an, n
00!
V(o_'lh21_'22_! o J_2nFekn'Sn, n ÷ BYlh2/Y22 _, B2nGekn_n, n
The prlne over the sunnation sign Is used to indicate that either odd or even
values of n are used accordingly as to vhether n Is odd oz even.
an,n, 8n,n, _n,n and _n,n are given by the follovlng
(3.67) an, n • _5_ent(_)Sen(_) d_ /_en2(T) d_
(3.68) en,n " _a'mcent(_)Cen(_) d9 /_'_Cen2(t) d_
(3.69) _m,n •J_em'(_)cen(_) d't /_Cen2(_) d_
18
Kaklnq use of gqs. (3.63) and (3.G4), 2qs. (3.G5) and (3.6G) yields tvo





mP_' 12sSn,n + _' B2ntn, n - 0
(3.74)
(3.75)
hn,n = vP_n,n/B ( Oekn( [o)Sea '( _o)/Ben ([o)
- Geks,((o) Vlh2/¥22]
Sate • vBn, n/B ( EiFekn( (o)Cen'( _o)/Cen((o)
- (oFekn,((o) YIh2/Y22]
tn, n = (1 - _lh2/V22)Oeka(go) _' °s,r_r,n
For a nontrivial solution, the infinite determinant of Bq. (3.71) eust
vanish. The propagation constant 8 can then be deteralned from the roots of
this infinite determinant.
The infinite detexlnant £or odd values o£ a and n is
(3.76)
sll tll s31 t31 - -
911 hl1 g31 h31 - -
s13 t13 s33 t33 - -
q13 h13 q33 h33 - -
Z Z _ ! - -
: : : : - -
• 0
and for even values of • 8nd n is
s00 s20 t20 s40 - -
s02 s22 t22 s42 - -
(3.77) q02 q22 h22 g42 - -
sO4 s24 t24 s44 - -
I I Z ! - -
I ! : Z - -
0
19
4. WEAKLY GUIDI_O JLPPROXIHkTION
The exact characteristic equations obtained in Chapter 3 are valid for
an anisotropic elliptical fiber with any eccentricities. These equations are
also applicable to the fiber with any refractive index differences between the
core and cladding material. However, for most of practical fibers, the
difference In the refractive indices of the core and the cladding is typically
very small. The simplified characteristic equations can be obtained under
this condition which is known as the weakly guiding approximation.
Applying the weakly guiding approximation results in the following
(4.1)
(4.2)
_22 - Tlh 2 ÷ _v2p¢ 1 (1 - £o/¢ 1) • _lh 2
1 - _1h2/_22 • O.
4 • 1 FcV.S.UJ___
• pplylng Xqs.(4.1) and (4.2) into Eqs.(3.20) and (3.30) yields the
equa t l on•
(4.3)
(4.4)
Cen( _, 122 ) s Cen( _, _lh 2)




(4.6) 9n,mtm,m - ha,mane a
for • = O, 1, 2, - - - •
( g•,• ta, a - ha, a an, •) - 0
-0
20
where _,n is the Kronecker delta which is zero when n _ n and is unity when
m = h.
Substituting Equations (4.1) - (4.4) ine:o Equations (3.35_ - (3.38_, the
Infinite deternlnants for even nodes becone
21
By substituting Zquations (3.35) - (3.38) into Zq.(4.5)e the £ollovinq
equation is obtained
-(l -  1h2.22)( 11 o-
(4.?) = (Cem'([oJ/Cea(_o) - (_lh21_22)Fekn'([o}lFeka(_.,o))
((el/eo)Sea'(Ko)/Sea(_) -(Ylh2/Y22)Geka'([o)/Geka(_o)].
This is the simplified characteristic equation for even nodes compared to the
infinite deterninants as given in Zqs:(3.39} and (3.40). When the elliptical
rod degenerates to a circular rod, the simplified characteristic equation
becoaes that of the anlsotropic circular fiber.
4.20pD MODES




Sen(_, _22) s Sen(_, ;lh 2)
m 2
an, n s _sen(_ , _lh2)Sen(_, _lh2)d_/f_ se n (_, _lh2)d_
= Am, n
vhere _a,n is the Xronecker delta vhich is zero vhen • # n and is unity vhen
• = n.
Substltutlng Equations (4.1) - (4.2) and (4.8} - (4.9) Into Equations
(3.72) - (3.75}, the infinite deteralnants for odd •odes become
(4.10) _ ( gm,• ti,a - hm,a sa,m) " 0
or
(4.11) gm,mtm,i - ha,aSs, m : 0
for • - 0e la 2,




(4.12) = [hm'(to)/Sea(f_o) - (Ylh2/Y22)Oekm'(fo)/Oeka(_o)]
[(el/£o)Cea,((o}/Cea(t o) - (_lh2/V22)hka'((o)/hka(_._)].
This is the slapllfiod characteristic equation for odd modes compared to the
infinite determinants given in Bqs.(3.?6) and (3.77). When the elliptical rod
degenerates to a circular rode the sl_plified characteristic equation becoRes
that of the anisotropic circular fiber.
5. _tn4ERICkL RESULTS FOR PROPAGATION CONSTANTS
5.1 ISOTROPIC ELLIPTICkL fIBERS
ghen the anisotropic parameter g in Bq.(3.1) is equal to unity, the
sinpllfied characteristic equations in Zq.(4.7) and Eq.(4.12) become that of
an lsotropic elliptic guide. In Figures 2 through 5, the normalized guide
vavelengthA/A o for the lsotropic elliptical fibers is plotted as a function
of the ,orMlized cross-section area and norulized Labor axis for el/e o = 2.5
and for the various values of _o. These results are compared vith those given
by Yeh[2] vhich are indicated by m_bols; the results are in close agreement.
For the eHEll Lode, it can be seen in Figure 2 that the normalized guide
vavelength is almost equal to unity for the very nail value of the cross-
section area. This indicates that the qeoaetry of the vavequide has no effect
on the norulized guide vavelength vhen the vavelength is much larger than the
physical dimension of the core of fibers. For a fixed value of cross-section
area, the normalized guide vavelength is smaller for larger the value of _o.
This indicates that aore energy is carried inside of the circular core than
the elliptical core. ks the norulized cross-section area becomes large,, the
difference in the normalized guide vavelengths for varying _o becomes small
again. This is since Lost of the energy is carried inside of the core and the
geometry of vaveguide has no effect on the normalized guide Yavelength.
Xovever, as obse,ved in Figure 3, the OHBll Lode is different from the
eHEll mode in that the difference in the normalized guide vavelengths for
varying to is smaller than that of eXEll vhen the value of normalized cross-
section area is fixed. This small difference is due to the fact that the



























concentrated inside the vavegulde. For a fixed value of cross-section area,
aura energy is carried inside of the elliptical core than the circular core
since the normalized guide wavelength Is smaller for smaller the value of _o.
In Figures 4 and 5, the norMllzed guide wavelength is plotted against
the nomallzed aa_oz axis for various values of _o and for _-1/6o - 2.5. In
these figures, the difference in the normalized guide wavelengths for varying
_o Is larger than those in Figures 2 and 3 since there is more binding
dielectric material In a circular core than in a flatter rod (i.e. smaller _o)
when the value of normalized major axis is fixed.
5.2 3NISOTROPIC ELLIPTICAL FIBERS
In Figures 6 and 7, the normalized guide wavelength _/_o for an
anisotropic elliptical fiber is plotted as a function of the normalized cross-
section area for various values of antsotropy and for 61/_ - 2.5 and
_o z 0.5. These figures indicate that the geometry of the vaveguide and
anisotropy of the core have no effect when the wavelength Is much larger than
the physical dimention of the core of fibers which indicate that most of the
energy Is carried outside of the core. For a fixed value of cross-section
area, the normalized guide wavelength is smaller for larqez the value of
anlsotropy. This condition indicates that the field intensity is more
concentrated in the core, thus indicating that more energy Is carried inside
of the core. Is the normalized cross-section area becomes larger, the
difference in the normalized guide wavelengths for the varying anisotropy
becomes smaller again. This Indicates that the geometry and anisotropy of


























The nomalized quide vavelength in Figures 8 and 9 is plotted against
the nomallzed ma_or axis for the various values of anisotropy and for _1/_o _
2.5 and to = 0.5. The effect of anisotrop¥ on the normalized guide vavelenqth
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The power along the z axis in the nediun i of the fiber nay be obtained
by integrating the poynting vector over the surface area,
Pi " 1/2 _ (it x _t*)" ; ds
(6.1)
vhere
• 1/2 _._ _ EllHqi t - EqiH|i t) L2 d_d_
L - q[( cash 2_ - cos 2q )/2] I
and t o • 0 and f-2 " • •
6.1
Substituting Equations (3.5) through (3.8) into Eq.(6.1) and integrating
over the core area yields
(6.2) Pcoze • (1/2w14) _o1 8VCl_Aln2! ItSen'2 + SnSen 2 }
+ Bvp_.oBl,,2 { xCea'2 ÷ CamCen2 )] d_
+( 82+v2]acX)/2w 14._ _,BlnAlnTan [ CeaSen,],L
_(a m - an)-i
ba - bn)-i
Binllary, the paver carried in the cladding is
(6.3) Pclad • (1/2w24)._[ 8VEom_:,.&2n 2( IGekn'2 _ BnntGeka 2 }
+ 0v_ _, B2a2 { xFekn 2 + CmntFekn 2 }] d_






In Bqs.(6.2) and (6.3), a n and bnaze the characteristic values of the even
and odd Kathieu functions of order ns respectively. The prine over the
sumnation sign is used to indicate that • - n is excluded, klso, T12 -







The foil,ring abbreviations have been used,




BBnnt • _eat'(_)sent'(_) d_
T•nt -._ent'(_)sent(_) d_ .
The pover distribution characteristics for the eHEI1 node Is given tn
Figure 10. The fractional pover carried by the core and cladding is plotted
against the noznallzed •aJoz axis for the various values of anisotropy and for
(1/£o - 2.5 and _o " 1.0. Most of the pover is carried In the cladding near
the cut-off and in the core far from the cut-off. For a fixed value of the
normalized aaJor axis, the sore energy is concentrated inside of the core for
larger the value of anlsotropy and far fron the cut-off.
6.2 ODD MODES
liubstltuting Equations (3.43) through (3.46) Into Eq.(6.1) and
integrating over the core area yields
(6.10) Pc,re - (1/21'14)_'_o_ I_v¢1 £ A1•2( tCe• '2 + C_Ce• 2 )
+ 13vp I: Bl•2 ( zBea'2 * lianSen 2 )] dl_
+ (132+v2,£1)/2"_'14_Bln_lnTnn [ lieaCen_ °
+ 0vp/2'l 4 !o ,_,'o BlnBlnSnn[Sen'lien - lle'Sen' •_(bn- bn)-I
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Siallar¥, the pover carried In the cladding is
(6.11) Pclad- (1/2,24)_;:[ BV£o _k2.2( thka'2 , CmmtFek. 2 )
+ 8vp E B2m2 ( 1Oaks t2 + 8ueOekn 2 )] d_
+ ( _2+v2p£o)/2V24=_.,_oB2ak2nTant( GekaFekn)_4
+ evp/2v24,,,_._ _ B2aB2nSmnt(Geka'Oekn
- OekaGek n '_;.(bm - bn)-I
+ BV(o/2Y24_ _' 12ek2nCnnt(Peka'Yekn
I&¢
0o
- rekmPekn,]_(a a - an)-1
In |qs.(6.10) and (6.11), a n and ba are the characteristic values of the even
and odd Hathleu functions of order a, respectively. The prime over the
suuation sign Is used to indicate that m • n is excluded, klso, T12 •
4_lh2/q 2 and _22 • 4Y22/q2 are used.
?he follovlng abbreviations have been used,
(6.12) CIn • ._'_em'(_)Cent(_) d_
(6.13) ann -_em'(_)Sen'(_) d_
(6.14) Tmn -._en(_)Sen'(_) d_
(6.15) Cimne -._ceat'(_)cent'(_) d_
(6.16) San e -_emt'(_)Sent'(_) d_
(6.17) Tsnt =_eat(_)Sent'(_) d_ .
?he pover distribution characteristics for the oHEI1 mode Is given In
Figure 11. The fractional Foyer carried by the core and cladding is plotted
against the normalized major axis for the various values of anlsotropy and for
(1/£ o - 2.5 and [o " 1.0. Host of the pover is carried in the cladding near
the cut-off and in the core far from cut-off. Hoverer, the dff£erence In the
pover distribution for OHgll for the varying anisotropy is emaller than that
of eHZll £or a fixed value of normalized major axis.
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7. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROORANS
In this chapter, the computer programs for the anisotropic elliptical
fiber rill be considered. These programs are written in the language of
FORTRIkN IV and in order to present the complete computer programs the
subroutines to calculate the Mathieu and modified Mathleu functions developed
by RengaraJan and Levis[49] rill be included. The theory and notations used
in the computer programs are the sane as those employed by NcLachlan[48].
The norMllzed propagation constant and povet distribution
characteristics as a function of the normalized cross section area or major
axis for the given value of and anisotropy have been deterainded by
utilizing these programs. These computer prograas consist of a aain program
and user called subroutines: CHAVAL and POWER. These subroutines CHAVAL and
POWER call nine subroutines In order to compute the Mathleu and aodified
Mathleu functions.
In subroutine CH&VALt an initial guess for the given node is chosen and
used to evaluate either gq.(4.7) or gq.(4.12}. Next_ Muller's method is used
iteratively to determine the nornalized vavelength that viii ntnimize the
function_ an error criterion has been used to terminate the iteration. In
subroutine POWER, the power distribution characteristics are calculated using
the normalized vavelength obtained in subroutine CHAVAL. The algorithm was
run on an CYBER 990 using only a single processor.





















CER_D SER&D FERAD GERAD
$. CONCLUSION
The exact characteristic equation for anisotropic elliptical optical
fibers is obtained for the odd and even hybrid •odes in terms of infinite
determinants employing Mathleu and modified Mathieu functions. The exact
characteristic equation is applicable to elliptical fibers with any
ellipticit¥. • simplified characteristic equation can then be obtained by
applying the weakly guiding approxlsation such that the difference in the
refractive indices of the core and the cladding is small. Under this
approximation, it can be shovn that significant simplification can be
achieved.
The simpli£ied characteristic equation is used to compute the normalized
vavelength for an anlsotropic elliptical fiber. When the anisotropy paraaeter
is equal to unity, the characteristic equation becomes that of isotropic
fiber. The results are compared to the previous research and they are in
close agreement. For a fixed value of the normalized cross-section area or
ma_or axis, the normalized wavelength A/A o is small for larger the value o£
anisotropy. This condition indicates that more energy is carried inside of
the fiber. However, the geometry and anisotropy of fiber have a saaller
effect when the noraalized cross-section area or major axis is very small or
very large.
an exact solution for the wave equation can not be determined when the
theraoelastic stress causes a transverse anlsotropy over the core o£ fibers.
One possibility is that the propagation characteristics in the blaxial
anisotroplc fibers could be obtained by applying the numerical or
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APPENDI X
The £olloving is a listing of the conputez prograM, _IN, CHAVkL,
POWER, CHVAL2, EXPAND, AMGMFC, FACTOR, STORE, CERAD, SERAD, FERAD AND GER_D



























THIS PROGRAM CALULATES THE NOMALIZEO WAVELENGTH AND
POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR ELLIPTICAL FIBER AS FUNCTION OF
NORMALIZED CROSS-SECTION AREA OR MAJOR AXIS.
PROGRAM MAIN
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HtO-Z)
DIMENSION RESIS6)t X(S6)
OPEN (6tFILEitOUTPUT,)
NEVOD : • 1 FOR ODD NODE,
= 2 FOR _VEN MODE.
KASE : • 1 FOR NORMALIZED CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA,
• 2 FOR NORMALIZED MAJOR AXIS,
ETA : INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN HATHIEU FUNCTION
PHI : INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN MODIFIED MATHIEU FUNCTION
MODE x WAVE MODE NUMaER
P m EPIIEPO


















CALCULATE POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR THE GIVEN WODE
CALL POWER (NEVODtP_G,MO_EtPHItKASEtX!
FORMATI'I', 'THIS IS RESULT FOR ODD MOOE_ M •'t 12)
FORMATIIX9 'RATIO OF COFLE AND CLADOING PERMITTIVITY ='.
o D12.5|
_ORMATIIXt '_NISOTROPY =', DI2._)






























PURPOSE s C&LULATE THE NORHALIZED WAVELENGTH FOR
ELLIPTICAL GUIDE.
INPUT : NEVOO -(INTEGER) SPECIFIES • 1 FOR ODD NODE
• 2 FOR EVEN NODE
P -(DOU_LE PRECISION) IS THE RATIO BETWEEN CORE
AND CLADOING PERNEABILITYe
G -(DOUBLE PRECISION| IS THE ANISOTROPVt EZIEX.
N_DE -(INTEGERI I6 THE MODE OF CHARACTERISTIC
EQUATION.
PHI -IDOUBLE PRECISION) IS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
IN MODIFIED MATHIEU FUNCTION,
KASE -(INTEGERI • 1 FOR NORMALIZED CROSS-SECTION
AREA)
• Z FOR NORHALIZED MAJOR AXIS,
OUTPUT | RES -(DOUBLE PRECISION) CONTAINS THE NORMALIZED
WAVELENGTH.
IMPLICIT DOU3LS PRECISION |A-H,O-Z)






ETA : INDEPENDENT V6RIABLE IN MATHIEU FUNCTION
X| : INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN MODIFIED MATHIEU FUNCTION
|ORDER : MAVE MOO_ NUMBER
P : EPIIEPC










SUBDIVIDE ETA FOR INTEGRATION, ALFAt _TA, GAHMA AND &NUe
H=Z.ODO_'P I 120,0 DC





















ETAf I )=ETA! 1 )÷( I-1 I*H






GO TO I12,13), KASE
WRITEI6.20I) CSA




FOAMAT(lXeeNORHALIZEO MAJOR AXIS • ',012.5)
XI-IPI+PISCSAOoZ)II_.ODOoDCOS2)





EVALUATE _ : INDEPENDANT VARIABLE





CALCULATE MATHIEU AND MODIFIED NATHIEU
DO 53 KQ'1.4
















































OBTAIN EXPANDING COEFFICIENT, ABXX
CALL EXPANDiQtIEVODtIORDERtCVt3tABtN)






















NORNAL|ZATION FACTOR FOR NOOIFIEO MATHIEU FUNCTION
CALL FACTOR(IEVOD,IORDER,Q_ABtNtPS|
COMPUTE AND STORE THE VALUES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS
CALL STORE(Q,X|tN)



























FED=FERAD( Q_ iORDER t I ,PS eAgtNI
CONTINUE
CALCULATE M TH TERM( • MODEl OF





















































CALCULATE HATHIEU FUNCTION INTEGRALS























































OBTAIN EXPANDING COEFFICIENTt ABXX
CALL EXPANDIQ, IEVOD, IORDER,CVt3tABtN)























































































































IFINC.NEel,AND, DABSIVI,LE,,2.00-3) GO TO 39
IF(NC,,EQ.I) GO TO 32
IF(NC.EO.Z) GO TO 34




VARs (VARSI+VARS Z )/2,.00_
NS'NS÷I
IF(NSeLE-20) GO TO 10
GO TO 47




























1C2 FORMAT(IXt'ERROR z RESULT HAS SAME SIGN FOR 10 TRIES')
IC_ FORMATI|Xee_RROR z IG TRY FAILED T_ OBTAIN RESOLUTION')
1C7 FORMATIIXt8012,5)
IC_ FORHATIIXI mOBTAINED RESOLUTION ='t 012,5t
C eMIN CALCULATED NORMALIZED WAVELENGTH =°t O12,51
END
SUBROUTINE POWER (NEVODtPtGtHOOEtBOUNDtKASEtA)

























s NEVOD -IINTEGERI SPECIFIES • I FOR ODD NODE
• 2 FOR EVEN MODE
P -(DOUBLE PRECISIONI IS THE RATIO BETWEEN CORE
AND CLADDING PERMEABILITY.
G -(DOUBLE PRECISION) IS THE ANISOTROPYt EZtEX°
NODE -(INTEGER) IS THE NODE OF CHAR&CTERISTIC
EQUATION.
PHI -(DOUBLE PRECISION) IS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
IN MODIFIED MATHIEU FUNCTION.
A -(DOUBLE PRECISION) IS THE NORMAL|ZED
MAVELENGTH.
KASE -(INTEGER) • 1 FOR NORMALIZED CROSS-SECTION
AREAp
• 2 FOR NORMALIZED MAJOR AXIS.
z RES -(DOUBLE PRECISION) CONTAINS THE RATIO OF
POWER DISTRIBUTION.
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HtO-ZI
OIN_NSION CHVJ(Z3|t CHVZIZ3)t AB(ES)t OV(4)t A(S61p
C ETAIZlItPHII41)tSEl(ZIItSE1DIZlItS_OIZIIt
C SEOD(21)tCEl(21)eCEID(21)tCEOI21)pCE_D(21)p
C SEI21), S£0(Z1), CE(Zl)t CED(ZZ),
C FE(61), FED(61), GE(41), GED(41)t
C SliZl)t 52121), 53(21lt S4(Z1), SSiZll, S6(Zll,
C S7121I, S8lZll, S9121), SlOlZl), $11121),
C $12(211, $13(21|, S14(21),
C SZI(ZI), S22(21)t S23{21)
DATA Pl/3,1415qZ6535_97q3DO/
ETA : INDEPENDENT VARIASLE IN MATHIEU FUNCTION
Xl : INDEPENDENT VA_IASLS IN MODIFIED MATHIEU FUNCTIGN
IORDER Z WAVE MODE NUHBER
P z EPlIEPO






















































|F(A(KI°EQ°I°OOOI GO TO 81-
GO TO (14,15), KASE
WRITE(bt2OI) CSA








EVALUAT5 Q : INOEPENOANT VARIABLE





















































OBTAIN EXPANDING COEFFICIENTt ABXX
CALL EXPAND|Q, IEVOD,IORDER,CV,3,AB,N)






































































































































































































TO COMPUTE THE CHARACTERISTIC VALUES OF ODD
AND EVEN MATHIEU'FUNCTIONS OF POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE eQt
N-IINTEGER) SPECIFIES THAT CH. VALUES BE
OBTAINED FOR ORDERS 0 THRU N-1 FOR EVEN
FUNCTIONS AND FOR ORDERS 1 THRU N-1 FOR
00D FUNCTIONS
QQ-(DOUBLE PRECISION) THE PARAMETER *O* IN
MATHIEUtS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
CHVI-(DOU3LE PRECISION) AN ARRAY OF LENGTH N
CONTAINING CH. VALUES OF ODD MATHIEU FUNCTIONS
OF ORDERS I THRU N-l.
CHVI(N) IS A DUMMY VARIABLE.
CHVZ-(DOU3LE PRECISION) AN ARRAY OF LENGTH N
CONTAINING CH, VALUES OF EVEN MATHIEU FUNCTIONS
OF ORDERS 0 THRU N-1.
J-IINTEGER) MAXIMUM ORDER UPTO WHICH CH. VALUES
HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY COMPUTED
DOUBLE PRECISION CVII6tZBItCVZ(6tZ$),CHVIIN),CHVZ(N)tQQ
DOUBLE PRECISION QABStDABS
FORMATI°OeoSXttNOT ALL CH. VALUES AVAILABLE .... WARNING')












































































































Am3. 70017D0÷. q53485DOOO- .0475065D_SQBQ
GO TO 420
DRmK-I




IF(Q.GEolo3DOI GO TO 440












IF(N.GToO) GO TO 920
FINAL BOUNDS AND FUNCTIONSt D
T=CV(I,KI'TOLA
CALL TNOFA(TtTNeDTHtN)





































FORMAT[eOIImCRUDE BOUNDS CANNOTIt t BE LOCATEDm NO OUTPUT ° ,
C • FOR KBtIIZl
GO TO 930
WR|TE(6t9111K
FORNAT(t3°tmERROR IN SUBPROGRAM TNOFA• VIA SUBPROGRAM
C BOUNDSB NO OUTPUT, FOR Km°•I2)
GO TO 930
WRITE(btq21) K
FORNAT(°Oto°ERROR IN SUBPROGRAM, TMOFAt VIA SUBPROGRAMt










FORNAT(oOOtOERROR IN SUBPROSRAM, T_OFAo NO UPPER BOUNDo
C FOR K=etl2)













CONHONtNF2/AO t A o Al
KAzO






IF(M.GTeO) GO TO 250
DO'-TM/DTM
IFIDOI 100o303oS_














SEARCH FOR UPPER SOUND
AlaAO+OOeelO0
CALL TMOFA(AltTMtDTMtM)











IF(K.EQ,1I GO TO llO
IFIAO-CVIltK-11I 150tlSOt110
CALL TMOFAIAO_TMwOTNoH)





















































REPLACE UPPER 50UND BY A
AlmA
GO TO Z00
REPLACE LOWER BOUND BY A
A0=A
A2mAeD





































































































































































































PURPOSE: TO GET EXPANDING COEFFICIENTS FROM ROUTINE
COEF. TERMINATE THE TERNS FOR REQD. ACCUTACY







FORMAT('0e0'THE J OF _XPANOING COEFFICIENT REQDo IS MORE
C THAN 25'tSXt'WARNING e )
FORMATi'O',eERROR IN SU_PROGRAM°e'T_OFA VIA COEF. VERIFY
C ARGUMENTS NO OUTPUT')
TOL=I.OD-13




FOR NEGATIVE Q AND ODD ORDERS, EXP° CDEFFS. FOR EVeN AND











THE COEFFICIENTS PASSED THRU COMMON ARRAY AB IN DOUBLE































IFiCDilI.EQ.O.DOI GO TO 25
N'I
CONTINUE
NORMALISING THE CODES. PRESENTLY IN NEUTRAL NORM
SUMsO,ODO
IF(NORN,EQ,11 GO TO 14C
GETTING STRATTON NORMALISATION FACTOq
































IF(NORM,EOoZI GO TO 12_




























FOR MATHIEU FUNCTIONS OF SEZN+2 TYPE(CASEt3) COEF$,
BE B21 8_ ETC. BUT THE ROUTINE COEF RETURNS A SO'O
THIS IS TO BE DROPPED.
IFICASE.NE.3I RETURN
DO 150 I'2pN

























AS(KK ) •AB(KK_I ) IG(KK+I t 1 |



































































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ANGMFC(QDtFNC_RtXOpDERIVtARtN!
PURPOSE= TO COMPUTE A PERIOOIC MATHIEU FUNCTION_





















































































































PURPOSE: TO SUM N TERNS (SPECIFIED BY THE COMMON
COMMON BLOCK N TERN) OF A FUNCTION.
DOUBLE PRECISION DUMoSUMtERRtTltTERMpDABS
COM_ON/NTERM/NLIMIT































PURPOSEz TO CONPUTE THE NORMALIZATION FACTORtPZNmPZN÷It
SZNe|tOR SZN,Z FOR NOD|FIfO MATHIEU FUNCTIONS
OF POSITIVE eQe AND P2Ne0PZNe|etSZNe|et
























FOR POSITIVE O ANO ODD ORDERS PZN÷lt




















PZN e .... FNC"Z













FOR POSITIVE Q AND ODD ORDER .... IF













SZNtl e IF FNCsZ
PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE AND STORE THE VALUES OF BESSEL























































IF|U.EQ.O.DO.AND.SOL.EQ.2) GO TO BO










































































































































































































SI1 1=811 l+8(Z ISG(2 I
RI2 I=CIt)_CI2IeGI2)
S (2 I'D( 11 ÷D(2 I'I'G( 2 I
DO lO K=3,19
Gi 3 I"( 4.008X-2. O0)OG(2)-G( 1 )






































































PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE MODIFIED BESSEL






O.ODOI GO TO 73
5.C00) GO TO 4_
liU,BSIKI
IF(SOL°E0.Z)GO TO 30



























PURPOSE! TO EVALUATE _IC e AND 'II' _ESSEL FUNCTIONS






















PURPOSE: TO EVALUATE 'KO e AND eKlm BESSEL FUNCTIONS




























PURODSE= TO EVALUATE NOO|¢IED 8ESSEL FUNCTIONSt 10 ANO J[










































































DO 30 K=I pN
I=N+I"K








PURPOSE= TO EVALUATE tle BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF HIGHER





































































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CERADIQDtRtDERIVtPStARtN)
PURPOSEI TO COHPUTE A MODIFIED NATHIEU FUNCTION
(OR DERIVATIVEI OF FIRST KIND CORRESPONDING













IFIDERIV.EQ.1) GO TO 50
GO TOII0,Z0,30t40ItCASE
















FOLLO_|NG ARE D_R|VATIVES OF
GO TO(6OtT_IBOtgOItCASE


























DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION C2NP(K)











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION C2NIP(K)











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CZN_(K)











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CZNIN(K)

















DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DCZNP(K)











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DCZNIP(K)




































































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SERAD(QDtRtDERIVtPSoARtN)
PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE A MODIFIED MATMIEU FUNCTION
(OR DERIVATIVE) OF FIRST KIND CORRESPONDING TO














IF(DERIV,E0,t! GO TO 50
GO TOil0tZO_30t4OItCASE

















































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION S2N2PIK)











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION S2NIPIK)











DOU5LE PRECISION FUNCTION SZNZN(KI











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SZNIN|K)














DOUBLE PREC|SION FUNCTION DSZNZP(K)













DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DSZN1P(K)













DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DSZNZNIK)













DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DSZNIN(KI





























DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FERADiQDtR,DERIVePSeAReNI
PURPDSEz TO COMPUTE A MODIFIED MATNIEU FUNCTION
(OR DERIVATIVE| OJ: SECOND KiND CORRESPONDING TO














IFIDERIV. E0.1) GO TO 50
GO TOII0tZOt30,+0),CASE

















FOLLOWING ARE DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONS
GO TO(bO,TOeBOe90)eCASE


























DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FYZN(KI











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FYZNI(K)











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FKZN(K|










DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FKZNI(K|

















DOUBLE PREC|SION FUNCTION DFY2N(K|











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DFY2NIIK)













DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DFK2N(K|










OOUBLE PREC|S|ON FUNCTION DFK2NI(KI



























IFIOERIVoEQ,1I GO TO 50
GO TOIIOp20,3Ot4OItCASE






































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GERADiQDtR_DERIVtPStARtN)
PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE A MODIFIED NATHIEU FUNCTION
(OR DERIVATIVE) OF SECOND KINO CORRESPONDING TO
































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GYZNZ(KI











DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GYZNI(K)









DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GKZNZIKI










DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GK2NI(K!

















DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DGY2NZIK)













D3U5LE PRECISION FUNCTION DGYZNI(KI













DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DGKZN2(K)












DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DGKZNI(KI
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kNISOTROPIC ELLIPTIC OPTICAL FIBERS
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Chicago, Illinois {1991)
The exact characteristic equation for an anisotropic elliptic optical
fiber is obtained for odd and even hybrid lodes in teres of infinite
determinants utilizing Mathieu and ,odified Mathieu functions. A si,plified
characteristic equation is obtained by applying the weakly guiding
approximation such that the difference in the refractive indices of the core
and the cladding is small.
The simplified characteristic equation is used to compute the normalized
guide wavelength for an elliptical fiber. When the anisotropic parameter is
equal to unity, the results are compared with the previous research and they
are in close agreement.
For a fixed value of normalized cross-section area or major axis, the
normalized guide wavelength _/Ao for an anisotropic elliptic fiber is small
for larger the value of anisotropy. This condition indicates that more energy
is carried inside of the fiber. However, the geoeetry and anisotropy of the
fiber have a smaller effect when the normalized cross-section area is very
small or very large.
